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QUESTION: 45
A customer is considering an IBM solution as an alternative to an HP Helion CloudSystem
solution. What is one competitive advantage of the HP solution?
A. The HP solution supports a wide variety of heterogeneous hypervisors, OS, and hardware.
B. The HP solution is an end-to-end proprietary solution that includes everything customers
need.
C. The IBM solution is based on a partnership, and all partnerships are at the mercy of
multiple vendors' goals.
D. HP partners with IBM to provide an integrated and custom solution for private cloud.
Answer: A
QUESTION: 46
You are meeting with a customer who is a candidate for an HP Helion CloudSystem. The
customer raises the objection that their company is already heavily virtualized with VMware.
What is one valid response?
A. The HP solution adds values to visualization, including the ability to expand services much
more quickly.
B. VMware is not an enterprise-level visualization solution, and the customer needs a new
one.
C. VMware is not an open source solution. The HP cloud solution will replace the VMware
hypervisor with a better, more open hypervisor.
D. HP has an exclusive partnership with VMware, and VMware offers incentives for the
customer to move to an HP cloud solution.
Answer: A
QUESTION: 47
You want to offer HP Professional Services to a customer who is purchasing HP Helion
OpenStack, but the customer is considering purchasing services from another services
organization. Which value-adds should you emphasize? (Select two.)
A. HP is the best option for support because only HP can understand its own proprietary
technologies.
B. HP has a deep knowledge of both cloud and open source technology such as OpenStack.
C. HP provides a comprehensive warranty, which decreases the customer's risk.
D. HP will guarantee that it can provide services at a much lower cost than the services
organization.
E. HP can provide support for the customer's offices in all regions.
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Answer: B, C
Explanation:
Open source is often times a great solution for the enterprise that is concerned with cost and
vendor locking. However, to successfully deploy an open source solution inside the enterprise
and understand the full range of customization and features is often daunting. The HP Helion
Professional Services have a deep knowledge of OpenStack and CloudFoundry and are best
positioned to help organizations be successful in the new cloud era by providing
implementation support and consulting for very specific customer needs.
QUESTION: 48
What does hyper-converged mean regarding
ConvergedSystem 200-HC StoreVirtual?

the

HP

Helion

CloudSystem

on

A. The solution tightly integrates software and hardware components for computers,
networking, and storage.
B. The solution supports multi-media applications, as well as traditional data ones.
C. The solution draws on multiple open source communities, their expertise, and their
technologies
D. The solution includes components from many different HP partners.
Answer: A
Reference:
http://www8.hp.com/us/en/products/data-storage/hyper-converged.html
QUESTION: 49
What is one way that an HP Helion Content Depot solution lowers TCO and increases ROI
for customers?
A. It is a hyper-converged solution that leverages partner innovations.
B. It includes polyglot development tools, which customers would typically have to purchase
themselves.
C. It is an integrated solution with innovative HP ProLiant servers and reduced software
licensing costs.
D. It is a software-only solution that leverages customers' existing hardware.
Answer: C
Explanation:
As an open solution built on industry standards, HP Helion Content Depot can deliver lower
total cost of ownership (TCO) and higher return on investment (ROI) with reduced licensing
costs and lower vendor lock-in risks, when compared to a traditional proprietary storage
solutions.
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Reference:
http://www8.hp.com/h20195/v2/getpdf.aspx/4AA5-5319ENN.pdf?ver=1.0(page 1)
QUESTION: 50
You are proposing an HP Helion CloudSystem solution to a customer. The customer is
concerned about the complexity of scoping and designing private cloud services for their
applications and workloads. What is a value of CloudSystem solutions to share with this
customer?
A. They include free educational services to train IT staff in designing cloud services.
B. They support free HP Cloud Maps, which are preconfigured service templates that save
you weeks of time.
C. They feature out-of-the-box integration with the customer's choice of cloud storage
solution
D. They support the HP Helion Development Platform, which provides a full polyglot (multilanguage) environment
Answer: D
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